
The seasonality of gold argues for an entry now 
 

 
 

From a seasonal point of view, the gold price usually goes up from August. 
 
The first signs of a stabilization of the gold price already exist. Normally, the rather 
weak gold price weeks come now, before it goes up again in price. Investors should 
be aware of this. Over many years, there is often a small recovery in May in the price 
of the precious metal. Patience is then worthwhile, because if in July or August the 
signs point again to a rising gold price, then the investor is rewarded. A small recovery 
can just be seen in the price of gold. After four bad weeks the price of the noble metal 
could increase in value again. A weaker US dollar benefited the current development. 
In addition, there seems to be less selling pressure in the gold ETFs. 
 
Gold and also silver should therefore approach their fair value. Shifts in the energy 
sector due to Russia's isolation will further fuel inflation. In this context, the risk of 
weaker economic growth should also prepare the ground for higher gold and silver 
prices. In the case of silver, the high demand from the photovoltaic sector should have 
an effect. From January to April, China invested three times as much in this sector as 
in the same period of the previous year. With high silver demand in the coming years 
from this sector, the price of silver should also go up. Among gold and silver miners, 
GoldMining and Tier One Silver pleased. 
 
GoldMining has a 26-million-ounce gold resource thanks to its projects in Canada, 
Colombia, Brazil, Peru and the USA. In addition, there is a large block of shares in 
Gold Royalty.  
 
Tier One Silver focuses on Peru and there on silver, gold and base metals. The main 
project is the Curibaya project, which covers approximately 16,800 hectares. High-
grade silver, gold and copper samples have already been taken. 
 



Latest corporate information and press releases from GoldMining (- 
https://www.resource-capital.ch/en/companies/goldmining-inc/ -) and Tier One Silver 
(- https://www.resource-capital.ch/en/companies/tier-one-silver-inc/ -). 
 
 
 
In accordance with §34 WpHG I would like to point out that partners, authors and 
employees may hold shares in the respective companies addressed and thus a 
possible conflict of interest exists. No guarantee for the translation into English. Only 
the German version of this news is valid. 
 
Disclaimer: The information provided does not represent any form of recommendation 
or advice. Express reference is made to the risks in securities trading. No liability can 
be accepted for any damage arising from the use of this blog. I would like to point out 
that shares and especially warrant investments are always associated with risk. The 
total loss of the invested capital cannot be excluded. All information and sources are 
carefully researched. However, no guarantee is given for the correctness of all 
contents. Despite the greatest care, I expressly reserve the right to make errors, 
especially with regard to figures and prices. The information contained herein is taken 
from sources believed to be reliable, but in no way claims to be accurate or complete. 
Due to court decisions, the contents of linked external sites are also co-responsible 
(e.g. Landgericht Hamburg, in the decision of 12.05.1998 - 312 O 85/98), as long as 
there is no explicit dissociation from them. Despite careful control of the content, I do 
not assume liability for the content of linked external pages. The respective operators 
are exclusively responsible for their content. The disclaimer of Swiss Resource Capital 
AG also applies: https://www.resource-capital.ch/en/disclaimer/ 
 


